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Shamanic Healing Preparation

A preparation to do in the days leading up to the Shamanic Healing session:

This work is very gentle yet powerful. Please make a space for yourself for the rest of 
the day, if you can. But please do not stress yourself out if you have things to do. The 
important thing is to create a space shortly after to have a chance to reflect on the work 
that occurred.

Your homework is to say a sincere prayer before you go to sleep, ie. every night until 
the session, for you to “be prepared during your dreamtime to receive the healing at the 
session on (DATE: _________________).”

You can pray to any higher spiritual power you believe in, ie. Archangel Michael – this 
work is not affiliated with any religion so please don’t let the semantics get in the way of 
your healing.

Add any other intentions to your prayer you have for this healing to come. It is important 
to ask.

In the days before the ceremony, try to rest, if you can, and get a good night sleep the 
night before. You should not drink alcohol the day before the ceremony, the day of and 
the day after the ceremony. Stay away from junk food and prepare yourself in any way 
that feels right for you such as having an Epsom salt bath, doing meditation, yoga or any 
other spiritual practices that allows you to be in a receptive state.
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Post-Shamanic Healing Ceremony

Within the next few weeks, at your convenience, please perform this little ceremony. It 
is intended to return energy back to the earth that was borrowed for your healing, and 
ground the healing in your body.

There are three parts:

1) Things you need:

 a. A tree (or nice spot in nature)

 b. An Offering, examples: nuts for squirrels, apples for deer, or, tobacco

2) Find a tree that you connect with, ie. You enjoy the shade it gives or the beauty of the 
tree, etc. Bury the Offering at the base of the tree.

3) Sit by the tree and try to quiet your mind. Then ask “How can I ground the healing 
that occurred at the healing?”

Sit for a few minutes after to allow the question to settle. Know that you may not get an 
immediate answer. It may show up in a way you do not expect. Pay attention to signs in 
your daily life.

Feel free to contact me to check in and let me know how you are feeling.

Please know at times, people feel quite agitated/irritated/emotional the days following 
this healing. This is referred to as a Healing Crisis. Please know it is your body releasing 
energy that no longer serves you. If it persists longer than a week, please reach out for 
direction on how to settle and integrate the healing into your being.
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